PRIMER v7 and PERMANOVA+ WORKSHOPS
Long Beach, California, USA
Multivariate Analysis in Ecology (& other Sciences)

Presenters: Dr. Paul Somerfield and Dr. Adam N. H. Smith
Venue:
California State University, Long Beach, California, USA
Dates:
Week 1: January 7th - 11th, 2019 – PRIMER v7 (Paul Somerfield)

Week 2: January 14th - 18th, 2019 – PERMANOVA+ (Adam N. H. Smith)

PROVISIONAL SCHEDULE
WEEK 1
Monday, January 7th
08:15-08:30
Introduction
08:30-10:15
Lecture: Measures of resemblance (similarity/dissimilarity/distance) in multivariate structure for
assemblage and environmental data, including shade plots used to assess the effects of pretreatment options (e.g. standardisation, transformation, normalisation, dispersion weighting), and
guidelines for different coefficient choices for different data types, and experimental purpose and
protocols
10:15-10:30
Coffee break
10:30-12:15
Lecture: Clustering of samples by hierarchical agglomerative (CLUSTER) and unconstrained divisive
(UNCTREE) methods; also, non-hierarchical (‘flat’) clustering for specified numbers of groups.
Includes discussion of a global test for the presence of any multivariate structure in a priori
unstructured biotic or abiotic samples, using similarity profiles (Type 1 SIMPROF tests on samples)
12:15-13:15
Lunch break
13:15-13:45
Introduction to PRIMER 7 software
13:45-15:15
Lab session on transforms, similarity options, alternative clustering methods and SIMPROF tests
15:15-15:30
Coffee break
15:30-16:30
Lecture: Ordination (for environmental data) by Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
16:30-17:15
Lab session on ensuring participants can structure their own data to take into PRIMER 1
Tuesday, January 8th
08:15-09:15
Lab session on ordination by PCA
09:15-11:15
Lecture: Ordination (of assemblage data) by non-metric Multi-Dimensional Scaling (nMDS,) and
MDS diagnostics (e.g. stress, MST, cluster overlay) for adequacy of low-d representation. Also, how
this relates, through the Shepard diagram, to metric MDS (mMDS), useful for abiotic data
(Euclidean distances) and for means plots from biotic data with few points (includes coffee break c.
10:30-10:45)
11:15-12:15
Lab session on ordination by nMDS (and mMDS), animating the convergence, examining Shepard
plots and other diagnostics, and display tools on MDS plots
12:15-13:15
Lunch break
13:15-14:15
Continuation of the lab session on MDS
14:15-15:15
Lecture: Global hypothesis tests of no agreement between two resemblance matrices (RELATE),
comparing assemblage (or environmental) structure with linear or cyclic models in space and time

Throughout, participants will be given real data sets to analyse, but they may also wish to bring their own data. These should
be in numeric, rectangular arrays, with variables (e.g. species) as rows, samples as columns, or vice-versa, in an Excel
spreadsheet or text file. Non-numeric information (factors) on each sample are placed below (or to the side of) this table,
separated by a blank row (or blank column). There is also a 3-column format (sample label, variable label, non-zero entry)
suitable for entry from large record-type databases. Opportunity should be taken to discuss your data with the lecturer during
the labs and breaks, prior to the Friday afternoon as well as in that final session.
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15:15-15:30
15:30-17:15

Coffee break
Lab session on RELATE tests for simple seriation without replication and a cyclic model with
replication, including ‘fixing’ MDS collapse and dispersion weighting

Wednesday, January 9th
08:15-09:15
Lecture: Multivariate tests for differences among a priori groups of samples (1-way ANOSIM and
pairwise). Multivariate means plots where global test has established differences. Brief discussion
of approximate region estimates for means, in mMDS plots, using bootstrap averaging.
09:15-10:15
Lab session on 1-way ANOSIM, means plots and mMDS of region plots for means
10:15-10:30
Coffee break
10:30-11:30
Lecture: Ordered ANOSIM tests, 2- and 3-way ANOSIM designs and testing (unordered) factors in
crossed ANOSIM designs without replication, by comparing patterns
11:30-12:15
Lab session on ordered and multi-way ANOSIM
12:15-13:15
Lunch break
13:15-14:30
Lecture: Linking potential environmental drivers to an observed assemblage pattern, via the
matching of multivariate structures (the BEST procedure). Test of no evidence for a biotaenvironment link, allowing for selection effects in finding an optimum match (global BEST test)
14:30-15:15
Lab session on PCA and the BEST routine for linking to environmental variables; global BEST test
15:15-15:30
Coffee break
15:30-16:30
Lecture: Linkage trees – a further technique for ‘explaining’ assemblage patterns by environmental
variables (LINKTREE), and its relation to unconstrained divisive clustering (UNCTREE)
16:30-17:15
Lab session on link to abiotic variables (LINKTREE) and comparison to unconstrained cluster
Thursday, January 10th
08:15-09:15
Lecture: Species contributions to sample patterns: stepwise form of BEST to identify minimal-sized
species subsets reconstructing the full assemblage pattern (a whole pattern approach), and species
contributions to similarities (SIMPER, a pairwise approach for statistically established groups)
09:15-10:15
Lab session on various methods for identifying species contributions (Matrix display, stepwise
BEST, bubble plots and SIMPER – the latter on groups from ‘flat’ clustering)
10:15-10:30
Coffee break
10:30-11:15
Lecture: Direct analysis of species (or other variables) through species resemblances: techniques for
identifying coherent groups of species (or other variables) in their response across samples
11:15-12:15
Lab session on coherent variable sets
12:15-13:15
Lunch break
13:15-14:15
Lecture: Diversity measures (DIVERSE) and multivariate treatment of multiple indices; dominance
plots and testing differences between sets of curves (e.g. DOMDIS)
14:15-15:15
Lab session on DIVERSE, dominance plots, and multivariate analyses of multiple diversity indices
15:15-15:30
Coffee break
15:30-16:15
Lecture: Taxonomic (or phylogenetic) diversity and distinctness for quantitative data, or simple
species lists, as valid biodiversity measures (DIVERSE) over broad spatial and temporal scales;
sampling properties and testing structures (TAXDTEST)
16:15-17:15
Lab session on TAXDTEST
Friday, January 11th
08:15-09:15
Lecture: Second-stage analysis (2STAGE) to compare taxonomic levels and transformation etc; also
for a possible testing framework in some repeated measures designs
09:15-10:15
Lab session on 2STAGE
10:15-10:30
Coffee break
10:30-12:15
Lecture: Any methods that have not arisen in earlier discussion (e.g. further resemblance options:
modifying Bray-Curtis for denuded samples; resemblance calculations when some data are missing;
perhaps dissimilarity measures based on taxonomic distinctness etc)
12:15-12:15
Wrap up of Week 1; prologue to Week 2 – brief introduction to PERMANOVA+
12:15-13:15
Lunch break
13:15-17:15
Main lab session on analysing own data using PRIMER
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WEEK 2
Monday, January 14th
08:15-08:45
Introduction
08:45-09:45
Lecture: Introduction to permutational multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA); motivation
and comparison with MANOVA and ANOSIM; distance-based partitioning of sums of squares (SS)
for univariate and multivariate data
09:45-10:15
Practical 1: Introduction to the PERMANOVA+ add-on for PRIMER; one-way design and comparison
with ANOSIM results
10:15-10:30
Coffee break
10:30-11:45
Lecture: Testing and interpreting two-way interactions for multivariate data; logical choices for
pair-wise comparisons after tests for interaction; permutation methods for testing main effects and
interaction terms; random unrestricted permutation, restricted permutation, permutation of
residuals under a reduced model or under a full model
11:45-12:15
Practical 2: Two-way analyses with PERMANOVA; testing and interpreting multivariate interactions;
pair-wise comparisons; constructing specific a priori contrasts
12:15-13:15
Lunch
13:15-14:15
Lecture: Consideration of dissimilarity measures and their properties: simple matching coefficient,
Jaccard, Sørensen, Euclidean, chi-squared, Bray-Curtis, modified Gower
14:15-15:15
Practical 3: Effects of different dissimilarity measures on perceptions of multivariate patterns.
PERMDISP and tests of dispersion.
15:15-15:30
Coffee break
15:30-16:15
Lecture: Permutational tests of homogeneity of multivariate dispersions (PERMDISP); permutation
of residuals; tests to examine beta diversity; the effects of different dissimilarity measures on
perceptions of relative within-group dispersions for count data and sparse data
16:15-17:15
Practical 3, continued: PERMDISP on ecological data and tests of dispersions; analyses of beta
diversity; the use of PERMDISP and PERMANOVA together for interpreting differences among
groups in dispersion and/or location for two-way designs
Tuesday, January 15th
08:15-09:15
Lecture: Fixed vs random factors; nested vs crossed relationships among factors; consequences for
the expected mean squares (EMS) and construction of appropriate pseudo-F ratios; consequences
for the hypotheses being tested and the extent of the inferences; multivariate analogues in
PERMANOVA follow the univariate results
09:15-10:15
Practical 4: Crossed designs; nested designs; fixed, random and mixed models; degrees of freedom
and potential power; testing the design; choosing appropriate pair-wise comparisons to do after
fitting and analysing the full model
10:15-10:30
Coffee break
10:30-12:15
Practical 5: Estimating components of variation; exchangeable units for permutation dictated by
denominator mean squares; pooling or removing terms from a model; linear combinations of mean
squares; how to tackle higher-way multi-factorial designs
12:15-13:15
Lunch
13:15-14:15
Lecture: Principal coordinate analysis (PCO) for direct analyses of dissimilarity matrices, its uses,
limitations and its relationship with PCA and metric/non-metric MDS
14:15-15:15
Practical 6: Comparisons of PCA, PCO and MDS; negative eigenvalues and properties of distance
measures; vector overlays (pros and cons)
15:15-15:30
Coffee break
15:30-17:15
Practical 7: Distances among centroids; choice of relevant ordination graphics to accompany and
interpret multi-factorial analyses; Monte Carlo P-values; testing dispersions for a nested design
Wednesday, January 16th
08:15-09:15
Lecture: Unbalanced designs; non-independence of terms in the model; Types of Sums of Squares;
consequences for expectations of mean squares; designs that include covariates; interactions
between covariates and ANOVA factors; tests, interpretations and inferences
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09:15-10:15
10:15-10:30
10:30-11:45
11:45-12:15
12:15-13:15
13:15-14:15
14:15-15:15
15:15-15:30
15:30-16:45

16:45-17:15

Practical 8: Examples of unbalanced designs and designs with covariates; consequences of different
choices of Types of SS
Coffee break
Lecture: Designs for detecting environmental impact; BACI and Beyond BACI; designs that lack
replication; asymmetrical designs
Practical 9: Randomized blocks and repeated measures; an asymmetrical ‘ACI’ design
Lunch
Lecture: Continuous predictor variables; regression; least-squares solutions to the normal equations
for linear models; multiple regression; marginal and sequential (conditional) tests
Practical 10: Simple and multiple linear regression; choosing the order of terms; DISTLM dialogue
Coffee break
Lecture: Multivariate multiple regression: Redundancy Analysis (RDA); analysing the relationship
between species data and continuous (e.g. environmental) variables; duality leading to the
distance-based linear model; procedures for model fitting (forward selection, backward elimination,
step-wise selection and a ‘best’ procedure); model selection criteria (R2, adjusted R2, AIC, AICc, BIC).
Practical 11: Diagnostics on predictor variables; fitting multivariate regression models and model
selection using DISTLM

Thursday, January 17th
08:15-09:15
Lecture: Visualizing regression models in a constrained ordination; distance-based redundancy
analysis (dbRDA); interpretation of dbRDA axes; biplot vectors and their interpretation; constrained
and unconstrained ordination; comparison of dbRDA with PCO
09:15-10:15
Practical 12: DISTLM and dbRDA; comparison with BIOENV results
10:15-10:30
Coffee break
10:30-12:15
Practical 12, continued: Analysing variables in sets; categorical predictor variables
12:15-13:15
Lunch
13:15-14:15
Lecture: Canonical analysis of principal coordinates (CAP); generalized discriminant analysis based
on distances; finding axes through the cloud of points that best discriminate among groups; leaveone-out allocation success
14:15-15:15
Practical 13: CAP and PCO for data with a priori groupings; understanding the diagnostics;
interpreting the results of a CAP analysis; CAP as a predictive model; allocation of new (unknown or
validation) samples to existing groups
15:15-15:30
Coffee break
15:30-16:15
Lecture: Canonical analysis of gradients using CAP; leave-one-out residual SS; obtaining models of
community change along environmental gradients; models of ‘ecosystem health’ and monitoring
studies; prediction and placement of new points onto gradients using CAP models; canonical
correlation and multiple X variables
16:15-17:15
Practical 14: Predictive models of environmental pollution gradients using CAP; canonical
correlation analysis
Friday, January 18th
08:15-17:15
Practical*: Overview and synthesis of the methods in PERMANOVA+ followed by an all-day lab
session and analysis of participants’ own data using PERMANOVA+ and PRIMER
__________________________________________________________________________________________

* Participants will be given real data sets to analyse in the lab sessions, to illustrate the main points but it is expected they will
bring their own data to the workshop, to analyse during this session and throughout the week, whilst the lecturer is on hand to
give advice. As for the PRIMER week, data should be in numeric, rectangular arrays, with variables (e.g. species) as rows,
samples as columns, or vice-versa, in Excel or a text file. Non-numeric sets of information (factors) on each sample are placed
below (or to the side of) this table, separated by a blank row (or blank column). There is also a 3-column format (sample label,
variable label, non-zero entry) suitable for very large arrays.
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